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The Truth
• There is very little engineering work done that is 

completely new

• Even work representing significant advancements in 
the field is based on prior discoveries

• So, it is important that we document this relationship
- To allow our reader to learn the prior discoveries
- To ensure proper credit is given to the author/inventors/

creators of that work
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Citation and Reference
• Citation acknowledges the information is from 

elsewhere

• Reference tells the reader where it’s from
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Ways to Cite
• Directly Quote

• Paraphrase
- Direct attribution to author and reference
- Attribution via reference only
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Direct Quote
• Use another person’s words exactly

• Indicate the words are someone else’s by using “…”

• Examples:
- “When you use research sources, you have to do two 

things: 1) cite the source in the body of your report and 
2) present a reference entry at the end of your 
report.” [1]

- “Soon after the development of the zero-derivative 
shapers, many other researchers sought to extend the 
robustness idea. The extensions can largely be 
categorized as: 1) Built-in robustness, or 2) Adaptive 
robustness.” [2]
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Paraphrase with Direct Attribution
• Summarize or credit the information written/

presented by another author

• Include the author(s) in the sentence directly

• Examples:
- In a very short time, several other research groups 

adopted the idea and were making extensions and 
experimental verifications of Singer and Seering’s input-
shaping method [26-31].

- For turning, the first-order Nomoto steering model is 
used [14]. 

- Khalid, et al demonstrated that input shaping is 
compatible with human operators through a series of 
crane operator studies [1].
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Paraphrase without Direct Author Attribution

• Paraphrase/summarize the work of other authors, but 
do not include directly include their names in text.

• This is probably the most often used method for 
scientific papers

• Examples:
- A Zero-Vibration (ZV) shaper is an input shaper that is 

designed to result in zero residual oscillation at the 
design frequency and damping ratio [2, 3]. 

- An Extra-Insensitive (EI) Shaper is designed to be more 
robust to frequency changes than the ZV shaper [15]. 
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Another Function of References
• References can also point the reader to additional 

information on the topic.
• Examples:

- One non-feedback method used to control oscillatory systems 
is input shaping. Input shaping limits system vibration by 
intelligently shaping the reference command [2, 3]. The 
original, unshaped, reference command is modified by a 
series of impulses, called an input shaper. The resulting, 
shaped command moves the system with little residual 
oscillation. The process is shown in Fig. 2. Input shaping has 
been successfully implemented on many vibratory systems 
including bridge [4, 5], tower [6, 7], and boom [8, 9] cranes, 
robotic arms [3, 10], and coordinate measurement machines 
[11, 12, 13]. 
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Another Function of References
• References can also point the reader to additional 

information on the topic.
• Examples:

- One non-feedback method used to control oscillatory systems 
is input shaping. Input shaping limits system vibration by 
intelligently shaping the reference command [2, 3]. The 
original, unshaped, reference command is modified by a 
series of impulses, called an input shaper. The resulting, 
shaped command moves the system with little residual 
oscillation. The process is shown in Fig. 2. Input shaping has 
been successfully implemented on many vibratory systems 
including bridge [4, 5], tower [6, 7], and boom [8, 9] cranes, 
robotic arms [3, 10], and coordinate measurement machines 
[11, 12, 13]. 

- The mathematical model for this system was determined 
using the commercial dynamics package, MotionGenesis [14]. 
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Figure 1: Watching the Sun Set Behind Mt. Fuji [1]
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Figure 2: The Input Shaping Process [2]



Information in References
• The exact format will change based on standard’s 

followed 

• But, all will contain: 
- Author/creator names 
- Title of the paper or work 
- Year of publication or creation 
- Publisher, volume, number, and pages (if applicable)
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Plagiarism
• Plagiarism – stealing another’s words or ideas 
• This will ruin an academic or writing career!!!
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This PhD student, despite working for 
me for 2 years, was fired. He lost his 
funding, 2 years of work toward his 
dissertation, and had to change 
departments. He eventually left UL 
Lafayette. If this had been published, he 
would not have had the option of moving 
elsewhere to start over.
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In Summary…
• Give people credit for using their work, even if 

paraphrasing or summarizing

• Tell your reader where to look for additional 
information

• Be a good citizen of the scientific and engineering 
process
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